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You might think that there’s too much news content out there already. And it’s struggling to find a model to
pay for it. But is it possible to find a way to discover fresh, quality material from ‘non-professionals’ that might satisfy
a need for something different? And how could the huge potential for critical, creative journalism be harnessed while
also encouraging rigour, honesty and professionalism? A new online media platform just launched in beta,
Crowdpondent.com, is attempting to do this by crowdsourcing journalism. Dean
Forrester,@ForresterDean, journalist and Chief Content Manager of the new website, explains.
Crowd-sourcing is not a new concept in journalism. Much information in news stories, and often the stories
themselves, have long come from the public or the audience. Johanna Vehkoo, of the Reuters Institute for the Study
of Journalism at Oxford University, even analysed its presence in investigative journalism. “However,” as she noted
in her report, “most examples of crowdsourced journalism show little interaction between the journalist and the
crowd. It is often a restricted form of open journalism, where the journalistic process is only partly open to the
participants and it closes again after they have submitted the requested information.”
Conversely, on Crowdpondent the readers will then rate these articles and determine how prominent a piece will
become on the website. The crowd therefore does not merely consume content. They create it, they read it and they
rate it. Indeed, this rating will also impact how much the author will earn for their piece.
Depending on the performance of their articles on Crowdpondent, authors will be remunerated. This payment is not
just based on views however, but by how highly readers rate the piece and how much they engage with it. The
platform ensures a minimum standard of quality by coaching writers and making sure content is concentrated into
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its most important, informative and concise form.
But to further ensure clarity and concision, articles on the website are limited to 300 words. This not only facilitates
promptness – as nothing beats speed in this digital age – but also allows readers to consume more information and
traverse a spectrum of content. 300 words takes two minutes to read. Most readers rarely spend longer than that on
an article before moving onto another.
It is innovations like this that will capitalise on the technological advancements of our world and ensure high quality
journalism has a prosperous future. Local reporting for a global audience, a mantra of the platform, is already
occurring. But this is only the beginning. For the project to thrive, the crowd must get involved. The network of users
must be expanded and solidified. Traditional publications will still have their rightful place, but grassroots and
ground-up journalism must also be encouraged and refined.
It is no easy task but this way more information can be gathered and more perspectives can be shared. Most
importantly, properly crowdsourcing journalism like this will allow us to better understand the world we live in.
Journalism, it is said, is the first draft of history – so surely everyone should have the opportunity to contribute?
This article was written by Dean Forrester – a London-based journalist and Chief Content Manager of
Crowdpondent. @ForresterDean
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